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Feed the Hope Announces Project To Help End Hunger In Vulnerable
Communities Throughout the Northeast
A regional coalition of churches joins forces to address local issues of hunger with 12 semi-trucks of food
to give-away.
Bensalem, PA (November 9, 2020) - Feed the Hope (the "Organization"), a coalition comprised of twelve
churches throughout Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, and Delaware, are sponsoring the
distribution of free food for inner-city communities throughout the region. The event will be held on
November 21, 2020, and will distribute approximately 500,000 pounds of nutritious food throughout the
Northeastern region.
"Our goal is not political or social. We are a group of unified churches who desire to infuse the hope of
Jesus into at-risk communities with a gift of food," said Mark English, Lead Pastor of Christian Life
Center, a missionary-focused and outreach-based church located in the Greater Philadelphia Area.
"Churches have a mandate in God's Word, Acts 2:10, to be vehicles of reconciliation. We have decided
to lock-arms with other like-minded churches and become agents of change in our communities. Food
distribution is just the beginning."
The coalition will partner to distribute the food at over 12 sites across four states. The group used
demographic data to select underserved and at-risk communities, including Philadelphia, Trenton,
Brooklyn, and Dover, to name a few. To impact as many in need as possible this holiday season, Feed the
Hope coalition continues to accept monetary contributions for hurting communities.
Locations will begin distributing food at 10:00 AM on November 21, 2020. Distribution sites will
distribute 1,000 boxes of food weighing 40 pounds each. Feed the Hope boxes will include both
perishable and non-perishable items just in time for the Thanksgiving holiday. For times, locations,
merchandise, or to join the Feed the Hope groundswell, visit http://feedthehope.org/.
####
About Feed the Hope
Feed the Hope is a coalition of churches united in Jesus Christ and its purpose in bringing hope and
restoration to the most vulnerable communities in the northeast. They serve those who are hurting, isolated,
and disenfranchised throughout the Northeast. The Feed the Hope coalition links faith, race, language, and
economic differences to bring healing with tangible acts of hope. Feed the Hope identifies and strategically
partners with churches in impoverished and underserved areas. The organization's mission is to grow
throughout the Northeast by making data-driven decisions to guide its outreach and infuse the hope of Jesus.
Feed the Hope welcomes new partnerships, volunteers, and sponsorships and offers complete monetary
transparency, volunteer training, and support to all participating churches and individuals.

